
Bonita L. Adair
Day #6
Motif: Dog (resistance) 9 by 12 Drawing paper 
Black and Sharpie, color markers 

"Unknown title" 

Sometimes when you train on dog, you can tell its confused which to sit down or heel. It is same with 
the specialists or audiologists or maybe Creeper Bell Jeepers offering you the best resources for deaf 
infant. Parents' decision without pausing and waiting till their deaf child gets little older enough to 
understand with consulting and dialogue. Back to dog, it wants to please his master or trainer yet it is 
hard. Same with deaf, it may be hard if someone takes my identity away to please themselves the 
quality of sounds and how deaf misses out. You all confuse a child.

Patricia Durr
Dog Motif



Arnaud Balard
"Ridiculous battle of the Ego" (Arnaud Balard, 2016) 
Motif DOG (with parrot, crab, monkey and AGB) 
Resistance

I illustrate a dogfight.
This is an old and still current practice in some countries. I perceive it as a fight of ego in our Deaf 
community and I feel sad (like crab’s theory).
Dogs believing to be strong and stars … In fact they are like tools there to give a show to the public 
who welcome them. They are here like toys for the only pleasure of the public. Not for the dogs. Yes 
sad but when those dogs are fighting, nobody take care about real problems. « Show must go on ».
Perhaps there is one dog that will wins and the other loses.
But the worst is that those two dogs are both losers in the end, like our community.
Needed to fight a peer to hope to feel better and higher is always an illusion. 
I am proud to participate in our collective group of artists De'VIA-Surdists, which is placed above the 
fight. The artists, in general, have a strong ego but also great sensitivity!
So I feel deeply respect and solidarity that exist here in our safe place artistic group.

! feeling fed up.



David Call
LSL Obedience School. 
9x11 Bristol paper. Ink.

Dog motif. #deviaanimalchallenge

Deaf victims are treated like dogs in LSL obedience school. LSL is submissive training tool for the 
Deaf. AGBell with his wife beater shirt and pajamas on is epitome of domestic violence. He is beating 
Deaf victims into total submission.

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/deviaanimalchallenge


Patti Durr
Dog motif
#DeVIAanimalchallenge
#DeVIAdof
Just very fast charcoal sketches I'm really exhausted today so ...
Dog in audiology booth w head set raising one paw while shrugging shoulders is uncertainty. 
Audiologist face reflected in the glass. She is saying hotdog cowboy ice cream SIT
Concept of how speech and audiology is amor of conditioning 
Other sketch
Child like dog in front of dog house with ci / ha down back and attached to a stake

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/deviaanimalchallenge?source=feed_text&story_id=1186117114796105
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/deviadof?source=feed_text&story_id=1186117114796105


Kathy Fisher-Abraham
Sorry for being a day late due to tiredness from first week of staff development at work..
Dog Motif Day 19

Zentangles 9x12
A guy orders dogs to sit, one sits while the other one does not. What is it doing? We have to figure out 
why.



Takiyah Harris
Liberian 
"Dog king with blue button tried to preserve his Deaf people from his crown"
Collage Art
16x16
2016



Jerry Grant
Dog motif, Resistance

"Language Repression Bullshit", by Dawah (Jerry Grant) 2016

Sharpie Oil markers on 8-1/2"x11" Black paper

Dog represents Audism.
Hand represents sign language.
Dog is biting off access to full signing ability. The damaged hand is in the bullshit position.



Laurie Rose Monahan
dog motif (A)
"What if Charlie is deaf?"
Bamboo app and then photoshop

my gf and I were talking about Peanuts last night. That how I came up with this idea. 


